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The Top 3 Employee Feedback Blogs You Should Be Reading

Companies that provide regular strengths-based feedback
see a 14.9 percent lower turnover rate. However,
implementing these practices to be effective and
productive can appear to be a daunting task.
That’s why we’ve put together this complete guide on
how to listen to employees, collect their feedback, and
give meaningful feedback. The following sections compile
best practices and trends to help your organization make
employee listening and feedback a collaborative process.
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What is
Employee Voice
and Why is it
Important?
Do your employees believe they have a voice in the
workplace? The Society for Industrial and Organizational
Psychology (SIOP) publishes an annual list of top 10
workplace trends and “capturing the voice of the employee”
was on the list. The SIOP also details the importance
of leveraging continuous listening tools and pulse
surveys1. Organizations need to promote and encourage
employee voice and turn that voice into productivity,
innovation, and engagement.

What is employee voice?
Employee voice is often defined as giving people
opportunities to express ideas, concerns, and perspectives
with authenticity and without fear of social or workplace
consequences. That means employees have the ability to
influence decisions at work through their feedback.

Voice isn’t all talk
An IBM Survey2 found that only 62 percent of baby boomers
believe managers will act on their input, compared to 78
percent of millennials. The survey recognizes the importance
of employee listening, followed by some kind of action by
leaders.
IBM researchers found the most important aspect of
employee voice is the follow-up with meaningful and
appropriate actions. This is only possible when managers
learn to actively listen to what employees are saying and
learn to take action. In fact, 90 percent3 of workers said that
they are more likely to stay at a company that takes and acts
on feedback.

What is Employee Voice and Why is it Important?
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1. Make active listening a priority

4. Recognize and reward participation

The power of active listening can’t be overestimated. Active

Encourage employee voice by recognizing and rewarding

listening is a technique in which the listener thoroughly

your employees for sharing their feedback. Show

absorbs, comprehends, responds, and retains what someone

appreciation for their participation and they will most likely

else is saying. Listen to your workforce by providing an

repeat that action again. In fact, 92 percent10 of workers

always-on channel5 for employees to provide feedback any

agree when they’re recognized for a specific action, they’re

time of the day. An annual engagement survey won’t cut

more likely to take that action again in the future. The more

it and it’s important to adopt a more continuous listening

you recognize and reward employees for sharing their

approach at your organization.

feedback, the more they will repeat that behavior.

4

6

If your organization isn’t ready to fully
transition from an annual engagement survey
to an always-on channel yet, try adopting
quarterly pulse surveys7 as a start.

Getting down to the business of employee voice
So, how can organizations encourage employee voice?
There are plenty of ways, including the following:
• Solicit employee feedback through listening tools,
surveys, and chatbots11

2. Give feedback for future performance

• Let employees be anonymous when providing feedback

Giving employees feedback on everything from work

or let them choose representatives who can share their

performance to career development is a powerful

concerns, suggestions, and ideas with managers

8

engagement skill. Proper feedback can strengthen employee
voice and build employee-manager trust . People only
9

accept feedback when they believe the person giving it is
interested in their welfare. Since it’s a psychological aspect of
communication, the performance-related feedback must be
useful and forward-looking.

3. Provide transparency

• Crowdsource decision-making
• Implement an open door policy12
• Encourage managers to hold team sessions to review
employee engagement survey13 results, discuss top
areas of success and improvements, and build an
action plan together
• Hold periodic company-wide meetings led by top

Neuroscience studies found that employees must feel like

executives in which employees are encouraged to

they are in the loop, or else they will lose trust in managers

speak their mind and present ideas

and colleagues and feel less motivated to perform. Ambiguity

• Respond to employee ideas and go full circle, telling

is common in organizations that don’t give employees a

each employee when the idea was presented, why it

voice. If employees aren’t given transparency and feel

was accepted or rejected, and next steps

unheard, they won’t feel empowered to contribute to
decision-making and offer valuable input.

What is Employee Voice and Why is it Important?

• Frequently recognize14 and reward employees for
sharing their feedback
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Employee Pulse
Surveys: What
They Are and
Why They Matter
Pulse surveys seem to be everywhere these days; think of
how many times you’ve been asked to take a short survey
online. Pulse surveys have become an integral part of the
employee experience and an organizational must-have. Most
HR professionals agree that pulse surveys are an increasingly
valuable tool used for gathering timely, relevant feedback
and tracking employee engagement.

What is an employee pulse survey?
A pulse survey is a short series of questions conducted on a
relatively frequent basis, designed to track responses to an
issue or topic over a period of time. Pulse surveys are quick
and easy for employees to complete and streamline data
collection for timely analysis of results, so organizations can
respond to feedback quickly.
Employee pulse surveys are an essential supplement to
annual engagement surveys. An annual questionnaire
is an excellent tool for assessing multiple aspects of an
organization and identifying underlying issues, including
employee satisfaction. However, it’s important to remember
that an annual engagement survey is a “look-back” tool and
collects feedback only once a year.

Pulse surveys can help your organization listen
to employees throughout the entire year and on
a regular basis – not just annually.

Employee Pulse Surveys: What They Are and Why They Matter
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Why are pulse surveys important?

Measuring the results

Pulse surveys can track any number of key business drivers,

After conducting and closing your employee pulse survey,

but their most critical function is measuring and enhancing

set aside time to measure and analyze the results carefully.

employee engagement . Pulse surveys provide real-time
15

feedback and insights that allow for quick identification and

• Consider the response rate. It’s unlikely that 100% of your

resolution of employee issues. Employees know their voices

employees will participate, but you need a reasonably

are heard when changes happen rapidly.

good response rate for the survey data to be meaningful.
If less than 10% of employees are responding, it’s time to

How to get the most out of pulse surveys
Pulse surveys can be used to measure almost anything,

change up the survey.
• Evaluate the data as well as the comments. Scaled

which can make it hard to know where to begin . Start

responses — like the Likert scale that includes a 5-point

by focusing on questions that are most relevant to your

continuum from “strongly disagree” and “strongly agree”

business needs. Here are a few things to keep in mind:

— provide data that is easy to measure. Also be sure to

16

review the open-ended questions to see how employee
• Keep your question format consistent.
• Have a specific purpose.

comments support or explain the quantitative data.
• Review with managers and leaders. Discuss how the

• Make sure your questions are audience appropriate.

results align with organizational goals and priorities.

• Ask action-oriented questions.

Compare results with benchmarks to see how engagement

• Keep the survey length short (5-15 questions max)

scores compare with competitors.

and easy to answer.
You might also consider supplementing your pulse survey
with a workplace chatbot. Powered by AI, chatbots are
responsive to employee input and programmed to engage
in a two-way dialogue that feels natural. Always available,
chatbots are there when employees are ready to talk.
Conversations are confidential, and aggregate data
provides valuable, real-time information to managers.

Employee Pulse Surveys: What They Are and Why They Matter
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Acting on feedback
Taking action on employee feedback is arguably the most
critical part of the entire pulse survey process. Taking steps
to address employee issues shows that you are listening
and that you care. Research shows that taking action
on employee feedback is directly related to improved
engagement and retention. Employees need to feel that they
are not only asked for input, but that it is valued and acted
on at the highest levels.

Choose pulse survey software that suits your
business needs
Once you’ve decided to implement an employee pulse
survey strategy into your business, the next step is to decide
on what vendor to use. Start by asking these key questions:
• Is it mobile-friendly?
• Is the interface intuitive?
• Can you customize for different audiences?
• What are the reporting features?
• Is the survey software secure?
• What is the disaster recovery plan?
Also consider what additional features or products your
vendor provides, so you have the flexibility to expand your
employee listening strategy. For example, innovative features
such as Achievers’ Action Builder feature17, and HR chatbots
are excellent supplements to pulse surveys and will help
drive employee engagement.

Employee Pulse Surveys: What They Are and Why They Matter
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9 Steps For Giving
Great Feedback
Giving feedback to an employee18 isn’t easy. You need

Here are 9 ways to ensure that feedback has a lasting,

to make your point clearly and in a way that motivates

positive effect on your employees:

recipients to improve their performance without causing
confusion or anger. But there’s much more to feedback than

1. Provide feedback for the right reasons

providing it to your employees. You need to make feedback

The first thing you need to do when providing feedback

a two-way street and let both parties participate in the

is ask yourself why you want to give it. Are you looking to

conversation by empowering employees to give feedback

provide an employee with helpful input on how they can do

of their own19 and then acting on that feedback — preferably

better next time? Or is your real aim to drive home how they

with a fully-fledged feedback solution that lets you regularly

failed last time? If it’s the latter, take a step back and closely

check the pulse of employee engagement20 across your

examine your own feelings and the employee’s actions. Is

organization.

there a way you can channel your feelings into a productive
conversation with the goal of improving the employee’s
performance?

9 Steps For Giving Great Feedback
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2. Make sure feedback is specific

5. Incorporate positive feedback

Employees won’t be able to implement your feedback if

Don’t neglect to give employees positive feedback along

they don’t understand why you’re giving it or how you’re

with constructive input. You don’t have to deliver it at

recommending they proceed. Explicitly tie your feedback to a

the same time as constructive feedback — although you

specific, observed behavior, and then provide concrete steps

can — but providing regular positive feedback shows that

for how the employee can improve going forward.

you recognize your team’s efforts and encourages them to
continue behaviors you call out.

3. Give feedback in the moment
No matter how specific your feedback is or how great your

6. Create the right environment

suggestions are, they won’t have close to the same impact if

Employees are only going to hear your message if you

you wait for a performance review that takes place months

provide constructive feedback in an environment that

after the fact. The employee might not even remember the

makes them feel safe and comfortable with engaging

actions you’re giving feedback on, or even worse, they might

in a discussion. This means you should never provide

misremember them. And chances are they’ve repeated their

constructive feedback in public. Instead, deliver constructive

behavior multiple times in the interim.

feedback privately and do everything you can to create a
welcoming atmosphere.

4. Provide feedback frequently
If you want to give timely feedback, you’ll have to provide

7. Tailor your feedback to the relationship

it frequently as well. Companies that provide strengths-

The best way to deliver feedback depends on your

based feedback on a regular basis see a 14.9 percent lower

relationship to the recipient. Personalizing feedback means

turnover rate. When you provide feedback frequently, you

that you engage with individuals based on who they are.

make it a natural, regular part of your employees’ work lives.

You wouldn’t speak the same way to your CEO as to a direct

They’ll be more accepting of your feedback, take quicker

report, after all.

action to address it, and feel more comfortable with giving
feedback to you in turn.

92 percent of employees say that recognizing an action means they’re more likely to repeat
it in the future21. And organizations that provide frequent recognition22 are 41 percent more likely to
see increased employee retention and 34 percent more likely to see increased employee engagement.

9 Steps For Giving Great Feedback
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8. Don’t neglect the role of HR
Members of HR serve several critical functions related to

9. Be ready to solicit and take action on
feedback from employees

employee feedback. Enforcing the established feedback

Soliciting and tangibly responding to feedback from

processes, holding leaders and managers accountable,

employees is a critical complement to giving them feedback.

providing the right resources and tools, and creating a culture

If you don’t show your employees that you’re willing to act

of trust where employees feel safe when providing feedback

on feedback from them, why should they provide feedback

of their own should all be top priorities for HR professionals.

at all?

Choosing an employee feedback platform
You need to implement a continuous listening approach with tools that create anonymous, accessible feedback channels for
employees, along with a system for analyzing feedback to discover actionable insights. This means an end-to-end employee
engagement platform that incorporates pulse surveys23 for frequently checking in with all team members and an always-on,
employee-driven feedback channel24 like a workplace chatbot so they can let you know how they’re feeling at any time. You
should also look for a tool supported by an experienced team that is available to help your organization transition from using
annual surveys to creating a culture of feedback.
The platform should also automatically display trends, highlights, and hotspots for feedback across teams so your managers
can quickly identify opportunities for making an impact and act on them. HR needs to take the lead in implementing the
technology and tools managers need to assess how they can make the greatest impact when responding to and providing
feedback.

9 Steps For Giving Great Feedback
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Takeaway: Start realizing the benefits
of employee feedback
If you follow the recommendations in this guide, you’ll find that collecting and giving feedback will turn into something you
and your team members look forward to, instead of a chore or stressful experience. But without the tools needed to give your
team members a voice in turn, you won’t be able to create a true culture of feedback, and employees will notice: 90 percent25
are more likely to stay at a company that acts on their feedback.

Start improving employee engagement with
Achievers

Listen’s simple, but scientifically-backed technology, quickly

Achievers Listen is a leading employee engagement

prioritize resources to maximize individual and organizational

solution with customers around the world. Compromised of

success. Our team of in-house engagement scientists and

continuous listening, feedback and development features,

experts ensure Listen customers have the support, training, and

Listen gives businesses the tools they need to improve

guidance required to achieve long-lasting engagement goals.

employee engagement, retention, and performance.

Achievers Listen enables CEOs to connect with their people,

delivers the insights needed to confidently make decisions and

CHROs to make data-driven decisions, and managers to lead
their teams.

Achievers’ employee voice and recognition solutions bring your

95%

98%

organization’s values and strategy to life by activating employee
participation and accelerating a culture of performance. Achievers
leverages the science behind behavior change, so your people and your
organization can experience sustainable, data-driven business results.

Customer retention2

Customer satisfaction1

85%

Request a live demo

1. Average customer support rating by Achievers program owners, FY 2019

Employee Satisfaction3

Achievers.com | 1.844.418.5972

2. Achievers customer base retention, FY2019
3. Average customer service rating by Achievers program members, FY2019

Want to learn more? Visit Achievers.com/demo
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